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MUSIC

MUSIC;;  An  Opera  That's  a  Talk  Show  That's  a  Philosophy

By  KYLE  GANN

IF you don't love me the way I am, then you can go,'' shouts a character in Mikel Rouse's opera ''Dennis

Cleveland.'' But there is no response, just a series of non sequitur emotive sound bites: ''My way or the

highway, straight up!'' ''Open up, open up to me.'' ''I know, but she's changed on me.''

''Dennis Cleveland'' is a depiction of an unreal world: it's an opera in the form of a talk show, and don't let

the word ''opera'' fool you, because there's a rock beat throughout. Mr. Rouse himself plays the suave host,

Dennis Cleveland: part television Buddha, part snake-oil salesman, part tortured soul. The piece played to

sold-out audiences in its premiere run, at the Kitchen in 1996, and it returns on Wednesday, this time at

the John Jay College Theater as part of the Great Performers series at Lincoln Center.

In a recent article in The New York Times Magazine about a second talk-show opera, Richard Thomas's

''Jerry Springer,'' Marshall Sella called ''Dennis Cleveland'' ''cryptic'' and ''arcane.'' Quite the contrary, the

work -- at least as it was performed at the Kitchen, and it was said to be the first show there successful

enough to attract scalpers -- is to conventional opera what a ferris wheel is to sitting in the park. You're

listening in the audience, and suddenly Mr. Rouse, playing the talk-show host, walks up and sticks the

microphone in the face of the person next to you, who stands up and sings.

Pretty soon you're looking at all your neighbors with suspicion: did they pay to see the show, or are they in

the cast? You might even start to fear that Mr. Rouse/Dennis will stick the mike in your face, and you'll

have to come up with a story for the folks.

In fact, there have been performances -- among the productions so far in New York, Los Angeles, Urbana,

Ill., and Perth, Australia -- in which nonperformers have tried to join the show, jumping in to improvise.

Perhaps no other opera has ever so effectively broken down the fourth wall and made the audience feel so

vulnerably part of the production.

Yet however much ''Dennis Cleveland'' may feel like a free-for-all, it is anything but. Like the downtown-

opera pioneer Robert Ashley, to whom the work is dedicated, Mr. Rouse makes music that sounds free

and easy and pop but is actually carefully structured. Large-scale cross-rhythms underpin the entire work.

At one point, for instance, you'll hear a commercial jingle (''And leave off the last S for savings'') repeat

every 9 beats as a chant on the word ''Money'' repeats every 10 beats, the two phrases going out of phase.

One scene, called ''Soul Train,'' is actually a large tempo canon -- different voices singing the same, slow

melody in two tempos at once -- punctuated by percussion phrases recurring every 3, 4, 5, 7, 10 beats. If

you were to chart out all the rhythms on graph paper, it would look like something out of Stravinsky's



''Sacre du Printemps.'' Yet while Mr. Rouse's subtleties create a large-scale liveliness, most audience

members will presumably remain oblivious to them, swept along by the 4/4 pop beat on the surface.

Mr. Rouse, 45, who was born in rural Missouri and has lived in New York since the late 70's, represents a

high point in a new type of artist that has emerged only in recent decades: the composer as sound

engineer. Increasingly in his music (his recent CD ''Cameraworld'' on Exit Music is a particularly intricate

example), there is a surface structure indistinguishable from that of a pop song: rock beat, lyrics, verse,

chorus. But underneath are layers and layers of other music in growing complexity: conflicting rhythmic

patterns, samples, additional lyrics by different singers, echoes and anticipations of the surface music.

That such complexity doesn't turn to muddy chaos is a tribute to Mr. Rouse's skills as a producer. Through

digital recording technology, he has a way of making textures transparent and locating sounds in aural

space so that it becomes possible to follow several streams at once. Listeners to ''Dennis Cleveland,'' for

example, may notice a layer of samples (recorded excerpts) from actual talk shows that Mr. Rouse

recorded: ''Geraldo,'' ''Ricki Lake,'' ''The Gordon Elliott Show.''

This ability puts Mr. Rouse at the forefront of a movement among composers of his generation, especially

those in New York, that has in some circles acquired the contentious name Totalism. The idea is that --

unlike composers a generation before, who tended to set their works off in a world uncontaminated by

pop culture -- the Totalists want it both ways: they want their music to be immediately appealing to the

average person (usually defined as ''pop music fan''), but they also want to invest it with all the intricacy of

jazz, serialism, Indian and African and Indonesian styles.

For the Totalists, the answer is usually to keep the harmony simple (though not necessarily consonant)

and store the complexity in the rhythms and tempo structures, often in the background. For Mr. Rouse,

working more with electronics than with acoustic musicians, that background is many-layered.

Ultimately, so is the meaning of ''Dennis Cleveland.'' On the surface, it's a talk show, and there is the fun

of watching couples argue onstage or audience members make stupid points and spout grotesque

confessions. (Listen for risqué snippets of Rouse autobiography.) Yet like the music itself, the narrative is

couched in a deeper structure.

The opera is Mr. Rouse's response to a book that had wide influence after its publication in 1992,

especially outside the United States: ''Voltaire's Bastards,'' by the Canadian novelist and polymath John

Ralston Saul. Mr. Saul diagnosed the ills of Western society as an overreliance on reason, method and

management techniques at the expense of emotion, spirituality, humanitarianism and common sense.

(Mr. Saul, a controversial figure in Canadian politics, attended the 1996 premiere of ''Dennis Cleveland''

and is said to be planning to attend again.)

Like Mr. Saul -- but more elliptically, because he is speaking in lyrics rather than arguments -- Mr. Rouse

goes through one sector of society after another, cutting deeply into the very culture of money, celebrity

and hype that he pretends to celebrate:

This time the murders that you worship from afar

Gonna join you in the bedroom, maybe meet you at the bar. . . .



This time the finger that I put into the pie

'Sgonna be the last reminder of the simple corporate lie.

''Dennis Cleveland'' undermines commercialism by pretending to flow with it. Still, by the opera's end you
get a sense that the title character is deeply troubled by his own emptiness, even though it is that
emptiness that makes him such a facile receptacle for the fantasies of his talk-show guests.

It will be interesting to see whether Lincoln Center can maintain the work's aura of unpredictability. Mr.
Rouse, for his part, has moved on to other projects, and is turning out operas, music theater works and
even films faster than he can get them produced and screened: ''The End of Cinematics,'' ''Cameraworld,''
''Funding.'' These new pieces are sometimes subtler, more multilayered, perhaps deeper. But ''Dennis
Cleveland'' remains a populist high point for a composer many believe to be the best of his generation.

Dennis Cleveland

John Jay College Theater,

10th Avenue at 59th Street.

Wednesday through next Sunday.

Photo: A scene from Mikel Rouse's talk-show opera ''Dennis Cleveland'' last year in Urbana, Ill.: however
much the work may feel like a free-for-all, it is anything but. (Chris Brown)
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